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1 INTRODUCTION

Conversational recommendation, a type of conversational information seeking task [6, 29], is a newly emerging research area that aims to track/elicit the users’ dynamic preferences and take actions (such as recommending items) according to their current needs through multi-turn interactions [9, 13, 14]. Conversations between humans are largely multimodal, including visual, textual, audio, and touch signals [6]. Multimodal conversational recommendation (using text and images in particular) is specifically concerned with a goal-oriented sequence of interactions between users and recommender systems, where the users can receive visual recommendations (i.e. items’ images) and express fine-grained natural-language critiques about the recommendations in terms of their preferences [11, 23, 24].

However, the impact of positive and negative natural-language feedback corresponding to the visual recommendations allows a conversational recommender system to obtain rich information relating to the users’ current preferences, thereby leading to a suitable recommendation [11, 17, 20, 23, 28]. Figure 1 (a) shows an example of multimodal conversational recommendation with natural-language feedback [11, 23, 24] for fashion products (such as shoes). In this use case, the user gives natural-language feedback (critiques) that describe the differences between the users’ preferences (i.e. the target item they have in mind) and the system’s recommendations at each interaction turn, to obtain items with more preferred features. The conversational recommender system recommends the images of 3 items, based on the users’ natural-language critiques.

Such a multimodal conversational recommendation task is close to a real-world shopping scenario, where the users generally express their natural-language feedback positively or negatively according to the quality of the recommendations when communicating/interacting with the shopping assistants (who may recommend items). In particular, the users might be asked to state their satisfactions using the sentences with “I like” for positive feedback or “I dislike” for negative feedback. Figure 1 (b) demonstrates an example of both positive and negative natural-language feedback in the multimodal conversational recommendation task. The recommender system is expected to update visual recommendations with more preferred features and to avoid recommendations with undesired features according to the users’ positive and/or negative natural-language feedback.

Despite the expressiveness of natural-language feedback in conversational recommendation, the impact of positive and negative natural-language feedback on the effectiveness of multimodal conversational recommendation has not yet been fully explored. Due to the lack of multimodal conversations with both positive and negative natural-language critiques about the visual recommendations in terms of the users’ preferences, the existing research on multimodal conversational recommendation imposed several constraints...
on the users’ natural-language expressions, in order to simplify the multimodal conversational recommendation task. For instance, the users are assumed to either only describe their preferred attributes as positive feedback [11, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 32] or just reject the undesired item-level recommendations without any natural-language critiques [2, 16, 25] during the multi-turn interactions. To learn satisfactory recommender systems with enough training data, user simulators have been used as surrogates for real human users in the optimisation and evaluation processes [11, 16, 23]. In particular, Guo et al. [11] proposed a user simulator with only positive natural-language feedback for relative captioning [18]. Meanwhile, Lei et al. [16] formulated the conversational recommendation task as answering the questions about the attributes and the recommended items with a binary yes/no response.

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of the recent multimodal conversational recommendation models for effectively incorporating the users’ preferences over time from positively and/or negatively natural-language oriented feedback corresponding to the visual recommendations. To make the conversational recommendation task more realistic by supporting both positive and negative natural-language feedback, we propose an approach to generate both positive and negative natural-language critiques about the recommendations with an existing user simulator for relative captioning [11]. Such a user simulator can act as a reasonable surrogate for real human users in the optimisation and evaluation processes, as in [11, 23, 30]. Following previous work, we train and evaluate the two existing multimodal conversational recommendation models (i.e. Dialog Manager (DM) [11] and Multimodal Interactive Transformer (MIT) [23]) by using the user simulator with positive and negative feedback as a surrogate for real human users. Extensive experiments conducted on a well-known fashion dataset demonstrate that positive feedback is more informative relating to the users’ preferences in comparison to negative feedback. The main contributions of this paper are summarised as follows:

- We first investigate the effectiveness of the multimodal conversational recommendation models with both positive and negative natural-language feedback. Different from the previous work relating to positive and negative feedback, the users are assumed to actively express their satisfactions positively with “I like” or negatively with “I dislike” according to the quality of the recommendations, rather than answering questions passively with “yes” or “no”.
- We propose an approach to generate both positive and negative natural-language feedback with a user simulator for relative captioning, which enables our research with various combinations of positive and negative natural-language sentences.
- We investigate the impact of different textual encoding mechanisms (i.e. pre-trained contextual embeddings [7] and one-hot embeddings) on the effectiveness of the multimodal conversational recommendation models.
- Extensive empirical evaluations are performed on the multimodal recommendation task, demonstrating different levels of difficulties for incorporating the users’ preferences from positive and negative feedback over existing state-of-the-art approaches while providing directions for future work.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we review the related work and position our contributions in comparison to the existing literature. Section 3 defines the problem statement and extends two recent multimodal conversational recommendation models for top-K recommendations. Section 4 presents the existing user simulator for relative captioning and extends it for generating both positive and negative natural-language feedback. Our experimental setup and results are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 summarises our findings and provides possible future work.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce multimodal conversational recommendations and survey related work. We also introduce positive and negative natural-language feedback in the recommendation field.

Multimodal Conversational Recommendations. Vision-and-language-based interactions between users and recommender systems can be effective for the benefits of both visual information from the recommendations’ images and textual information from the users’ natural-language feedback [11, 20, 23, 28]. In particular, the users’ natural-language critiques about the recommendations can allow the recommender systems to correctly track the users’ preferences over time and adapt the systems’ instant recommendations, thereby satisfying the users’ information needs effectively. Recently, a variety of research in the conversational recommendation field have leveraged the recommendation models’ ability in understanding the users’ preferences from their natural-language feedback while continuously providing visual recommendations during the multimodal interactions between users and recommender systems [11, 23, 24, 26, 27, 30]. Based on the key component in the state trackers for tracking the states of the visual-language dialog and estimating the users’ preferences, the existing multimodal conversational recommendation models can be divided into two major categories: recurrent-neural-network-based (RNN-based) models [11, 24, 30] or transformer-based models [23]. In particular, Guo et al. [11] proposed a Dialog Manager (DM) model based on a gated recurrent unit (GRU) using model-based reinforcement learning to track and estimate the users’ preferences from both the users’ natural-language feedback and the recommended visual items during the multi-round interactions. Similar to [11], Wu et al. [24] also adopted a GRU component in their Estimator-Generator-Evaluator (EGE) model based on reinforcement learning with a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) in a partially observational environment. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [30] adopted a single long short-term memory (LSTM) component in their reward-constrained recommendation (RCR) model based on constrained-augmented reinforcement learning for mitigating the recommendations that violate the user previous comments. Furthermore, Wu et al. [23] proposed a Multimodal Interactive Transformer (MIT) model to incorporate visual items’ features, users’ natural-language feedback, and fashion attributes. Despite their general good performances in multimodal conversational recommendation task, these research only focus on positive natural-language feedback with the users’ preferred attributes in the top-1 recommendation task. However, the users in the real-world shopping scenario can freely express
their satisfactions over the top-$K$ recommendations positively or negatively. To this end, in this paper, we investigate the impact of positive and negative natural-language feedback on the effectiveness of the recent multimodal conversational recommendation models. Both positive and negative natural-language feedback can be directly incorporated into the existing multimodal conversational recommendation models, such as the Dialog Manager (DM) [11] and Multimodal Interactive Transformer (MIT) [23] models.

Positive & Negative Natural-Language Feedback. Positive/negative explicit/implicit feedback (such as ratings, transactions, clicks, and skips) have been extensively investigated in the recommendation field [1, 3, 5, 22, 33, 35]. For instance, Zhao et al. [33] proposed a deep Q-learning network (DQN) based recommender system with GRUs by incorporating both positive implicit feedback (i.e. clicks) and negative implicit feedback (i.e. skips) from the logged implicit interactions datasets. In recent research, natural-language feedback has been proven to be more informative relating to the users’ preferred items compared to the non-verbal explicit/implicit feedback. Although natural-language feedback has been extensively investigated in the conversational recommendation field [9, 14, 33], these existing research on conversational recommendation imposed several constraints on the users’ natural-language feedback to simplify the conversational recommendation task. In particular, the users are assumed to either only describe their preferred attributes as positive feedback [11, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 32] or just answer attribute-level questions with a binary yes/no response while rejecting the undesired item-level recommendations without any natural-language critiques [2, 16, 25] during the multi-turn interactions. For instance, the existing multimodal conversational recommendation models based either on a GRU [11, 24, 30] or a transformer [23] only consider the users’ positive natural-language feedback for describing their desired features in terms of the recommendations, thereby directing the recommender systems towards obtaining a correct desired item. Meanwhile, Lei et al. [16] formulated the conversational recommendation task as answering the questions about the attributes and the recommended items with a binary yes/no response. Furthermore, a multi-round conversational recommender system (called Feedback-guided Preference Adaptation Network (FPAN)) [25] was recently proposed to consider the relation between attribute-level and item-level positive and negative feedback signals. The users’ feedback is constrained to answer the questions asked by the recommender systems and is also simplified by answering “yes” for acceptance and “no” for rejection in terms of the attribute-level clarification questions and the and item-level recommendations from the recommender systems. However, we argue that users should be able to actively express their positive and/or negative critiques about the recommendations via natural language in addition to answering the recommender systems’ questions. Such a constraint with only positive natural-language feedback or a simplification with “yes” or “no” is limited by the conversational recommendation datasets available, which makes the research less realistic in the shopping scenario. To this end, we propose an approach to generate both positive and negative natural-language feedback with the existing user simulator for relative captioning.

As a consequence, in this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of the existing multimodal conversational recommendation models with both positive and negative natural-language feedback that describes the users’ desired/undesired features in terms of the visual recommendations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for investigating multimodal conversational recommendations with both positive and negative natural-language feedback.

3 THE MULTIMODAL CONVERSATIONAL RECOMMENDATION MODELS

In this section, we introduce our notations and formulate the problem of the multimodal conversational recommendation task. Next, we extend two recent multimodal conversational recommendation models for top-$K$ recommendations using both positive and negative textual feedback and describe each of its components. Finally, we describe training the models using the interactions with a simulated user.

3.1 Preliminaries

We study the multimodal conversational recommendation task by considering a user interacting with a recommender system via iterative interaction turns with text and images. At the $t$-th interaction turn, the recommender system presents $K$ candidate images $a_{t, 1}, a_{t, 2}, \ldots, a_{t, K}$ selected from a candidate pool $I = \{a_i\}_{i=1}^N$ to the user. The user then provides a natural language critique, $o_t$, as feedback, describing the major differences between the candidate image and the desired image. The natural language feedback can be positive – having the form “Compared to the $k$-th item, I like …” (i.e. $o_t^+$) or negative – such as "I dislike the $k$-th item because …“ (i.e. $o_t^-$). Based on the users’ positive/negative natural-language feedback and the interaction history up to turn $t$, $t = (o_{t-1}, a_{t-1}) \in \mathcal{H}$, where $o_{t} = (o_{t, 1}, \ldots, o_{t, l}) \in \mathcal{O}$ and $a_{t} = (a_{t, 1}, \ldots, a_{t, l}) \in \mathcal{A}$, the recommender...
system selects another candidate image $a_t$ from the candidate image pool. This vision-language interaction process continues until the target image $a_{tar}$ is recommended or the maximum number of interaction turns $M$ is reached.

### 3.2 The Model Architecture

Figure 2 shows the architectures of two end-to-end models (i.e. Figure 2 (a) Dialog Manager (DM) [11] and Figure 2 (b) Multimodal Interactive Transformer (MIT) [23]) for multimodal conversational recommendations to effectively incorporate the users’ preferences over time. The user views the recommended items (K items at each interaction) and provides positive/negative natural-language feedback by describing their desired features that the current recommended items lack. Alternatively, the user can provide negative feedback by describing the undesired features in the current recommended items compared to the user’s envisaged target item.

**Text & Image Encoders.** The multimodal conversational recommendation models track and estimate the user’s preferences from both the user’s positive/negative natural-language feedback and the latest recommended visual items. The positive/negative natural-language feedback texts are encoded with a text encoder, while the recommended images are encoded with an image encoder [11, 23]. In particular, the text encoder (which consists of a pre-trained language model BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [7], a 1D convolutional layer (1D-CNN) and a subsequent linear layer) encodes the positive and negative natural-language feedback texts into a single textual representation. Alternatively, each word in the sentences can also be represented by a one-hot vector with pre-defined vocabulary [11, 23] of fashion-related terms. We adopt the pre-trained BERT model as our default encoding mechanism, while we investigate the impact of different encoding mechanisms (i.e. the one-hot encoding and the BERT encoding) in Section 6.3. In a similar manner to the text encoder, the image encoder extracts image feature representations based on the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet101 model [12] and subsequently transforms the extracted image feature representations with a linear layer. Then, both the image feature representations and the textual representations are concatenated as input to a subsequent GRU [11] or transformer [23] to model the user’s estimated preferences.

**The State Trackers.** Given a list of candidate images $a_{t \leq K} = (a_t,1, \ldots, a_t,K)$ and a user’s corresponding natural-language feedback of the $t$-th dialog turn, the encoded textual representation is denoted by $x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{txt}}$ and the encoded image representation is denoted by $x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{img}} = \text{ResNet}(a_{t, \leq K})$. The concatenated textual and image representations $[x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{txt}}, x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{img}}]$ are further tracked in a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [4] as in [11]. The estimated state of user’s preferences can be achieved with $s_{t+1} = \text{Linear}(\text{GRU}(\text{Linear}([x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{txt}}, x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{img}}], h_t)), h_t)$, where $h_t = \text{GRU}(\text{Linear}([x_{t',\leq K}^{\text{txt}}, x_{t',\leq K}^{\text{img}}], h_{t'-1}))$ is the estimated hidden states of the user’s preferences. The GRU component allows the model to sequentially aggregate the recommendations and positive/negative feedback information from the recommender system’s recommendations and the user’s natural-language feedback to the estimated hidden states. Alternatively, a transformer-based state tracker enables the recommendation model to attend to the entire history of the multimodal interactions. The estimated state of user’s preferences can be achieved with

$$s_{t+1} = \text{Linear}(\text{Mean}(\text{Transformer}([x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{txt}}, x_{t,\leq K}^{\text{img}}]))).$$

**The Top-K Recommendations.** Based on the estimated state of user’s preferences, a list of candidate items can be recommended for the next action. If $K$ items are recommended at each turn $t + 1$, we select the top-$K$ closest images to the estimated state $s_{t+1}$ under the Euclidean distance in the image feature (ResNet) space: $a_{t+1, \leq K} \sim \text{KNNs}(s_{t+1})$, where KNNs() is a softmax distribution over the top-$K$ nearest neighbours of $s_{t+1}$ and $a_{t+1, \leq K} = (a_{t+1,1}, \ldots, a_{t+1,K})$. Furthermore, to avoid repeated recommendations during the multi-turn interactions, we adopt a post-filter, as in [24], to remove any candidate items from the ranking list that have previously occurred in the recommendation history $a_{\leq t}$.

**The Triplet Loss Function.** User simulators [8, 11, 23, 31] are generally used as a surrogate for real human users in the training processes. For a fair comparison, we train the above GRU/transformer-based models with a triplet loss objective, $L_{tri}$, similar to [11, 23]:

$$L_{tri} = \max(0, ||s_{t+1} - x_{t+1}^{\text{img}}||_2 - ||s_{t+1} - x_{t}^{\text{img}}||_2 + m)$$

(1)

where $x_{t}^{\text{img}}$ and $x_{t+1}^{\text{img}}$ are respectively the representations of the target image and of a randomly sampled image, $m$ is a constant for the margin and $||.||_2$ denotes $L^2$-norm.

### 4 A USER SIMULATOR WITH POSITIVE/NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

To learn satisfactory multimodal conversational recommender systems with enough training data, user simulators based on vision and language (VL) have been considered as surrogates for real human users in the optimisation and evaluation processes [11, 23, 30]. The adoption of such VL-based user simulators helps to avoid collecting and annotating entire multi-modal conversations, which is expensive, time-consuming, and does not scale [31].

**User Simulators for Relative Captioning.** Such user simulators have been generally formulated as relative captioners for fashion recommendation [11, 23] that can automatically generate descriptions of the prominent visual differences between any pair of target and candidate images (i.e. a target representing the user’s desired item and the candidate representing a recommendation by the system). For instance, Guo et al. [11] applied long short-term memory (LSTM)-based models, similar to Show, Tell [21], to generate the relative captions as natural-language critiques about the recommendations. These user simulators for relative captioning have been thoroughly evaluated via both a quantitative evaluation and a user study, which showed that the user simulators for relative captioning can serve as a reasonable proxy for real users [11].

**User Simulators with Positive/Negative Feedback.** Here, we propose an approach to generate positive and negative natural-language feedback with the existing user simulators for relative captioning. In the relative captioning task, the model is given a candidate image $a_{t,k}$ ($k \in [1, K]$) and a target image $a_{\text{target}}$ and it is tasked with describing the differences of $a_{t,k}$ relative to $a_{\text{target}}$ in natural
Multimodal Interactive Transformer (MIT) is worth noting that we adopt templates as wrappers to handle users' feedback. Each relative caption corresponds to a missing from candidate image. We propose that negative feedback can thus be instantiated by reversing candidate and target images:

\[
o_t = \text{“I dislike the k-th item because”} + \text{cap}_{rel}(a_{target}, a_{t,k})
\]

and changing the textual prefix from “I like” to “I dislike”. It is worth noting that we adopt templates as wrappers to handle users' positive and negative utterances so as to reduce the errors for language understanding and generation.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR RECOMMENDATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the two existing multimodal conversational recommendation models from the literature with different types of natural-language feedback (i.e. positive and/or negative feedback). In particular, we address the three research questions:

- **RQ1**: Is positive natural-language feedback more informative relating to the users’ preferences in comparison to negative natural-language feedback?
- **RQ2**: Can the combined positive & negative natural-language feedback enhance the ability of the existing GRU/transformer-based models in incorporating the users’ preferences?
- **RQ3**: What is the impact of the natural-language encoding on the models’ performances?

5.1 Dataset & Measures

**Dataset.** We perform experiments on the Shoes dataset [11]. The dataset provides 10,751 pairs of images with relative captions about their visual differences and 3,600 images with captions about their discriminative visual features for training a user simulator. In addition, the dataset also contains 10,000 images for training the recommender systems, and 4,658 images for testing. We apply the same training and testing data splits for the tested recommendation models.

**Measures.** The effectiveness of the multimodal conversational models is measured by Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (i.e. NDCG@N truncated at rank \( N = 10 \) calculated at the \( M \)-th interaction) and Success Rate (SR) at the \( M \)-th interaction, as in [24]. In particular, SR is the percentage of users who find their target items in the top-\( K \) recommendation lists among all the users within \( M \) interactions. Furthermore, it is possible that the user may view more of the ranking of items at each interaction turn, down to rank \( N \). We use the evaluation metrics (i.e. NDCG@10 and SR) at the 5th and 10th interaction turn for significance testing.

5.2 Experimental Settings

**Setup for User Simulator.** A user simulator with the Shoes dataset was intensively and carefully trained by [11] through crowdsourcing relative expressions about the visual differences of the image pairs that are written by real human users in natural language. Furthermore, the pre-trained user simulator has previously been thoroughly evaluated via both a quantitative evaluation and a user study [11], thereby serving as a reasonable proxy for real users in our work. The pre-trained user simulator can generate either positive or negative natural-language feedback with our proposed approach as illustrated in Section 4.

**Setup for Recommender Systems.** We then train the models (i.e. DM and MIT) with the user simulator on the Shoes dataset. The parameters of the models are randomly initialised. We use Adam [15] with a learning rate \( 10^{-3} \) [11, 30]. We set the embedding dimensionality of the feature space to 256 and the batch size to 128 as in [11]. For each batch, we train the model with 10 interaction turns as in [24]. We consider the top-\( K \) items (\( K = 3 \)) as a recommendation list at each interaction turn for testing. For the evaluation metrics, we denote the interaction turn \( M \in [1, 10] \). If a user obtains the target item in less than 10 interaction turns, we consider the ranking metric (i.e. NDCG@10) for that user to be equal to one for all turns thereafter [24].

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we analyse the experimental results respect to the research question stated in Section 5, concerning the effectiveness of the models for multimodal conversational recommendations with positive and negative natural-language feedback (Section 6.1), the
impact of the combined positive and negative feedback (Section 6.2), and the impact of the natural-language encoding mechanisms (Section 6.3). We demonstrate a use case for generating both positive and negative feedback, as well as a use case from the logged experimental results to consolidate our findings (Section 6.4).

6.1 Positive Feedback vs. Negative Feedback (RQ1)

Figure 3 shows the recommendation effectiveness of the DM and MIT models with positive or negative single-sentence feedback for top-3 recommendation in terms of NDCG@10 (Figure 3 (a)) and SR (Figure 3 (b)), while varying the number of interaction turns on the Shoes dataset. The solid lines show the models’ performances with positive natural-language feedback, while the dashed lines show performances with negative natural-language feedback. Comparing the results in Figure 3, we observe that both DM and MIT models generally achieve a better overall performance with positive feedback than negative feedback in terms of NDCG@10 and SR. The better performance of the tested models with positive feedback compared to those with negative feedback indicates that positive natural-language feedback in more informative relating the users’ preferences than negative natural-language feedback. In addition, MIT achieves a better overall performance than DM in terms of NDCG@10 and SR at various interaction turns with positive and negative natural-language feedback. Such an observation is aligned with the results reported in [23] considering positive natural-language feedback only.

Table 1 shows the obtained recommendation performances of the tested models (i.e. DM and MIT) with the same test sets of the Shoes dataset at the 5th and 10th interaction turns. More specifically, Table 1 contains two parts: the first part reports the effectiveness of the models with either positive or negative feedback. The second part reports the effectiveness of the models with different combinations of positive or negative feedback. The best performing results in the first and second parts of the table are underlined, while the best overall performing results are highlighted in bold in Table 1. † and * respectively denote significant differences in terms of a paired t-test with a Holm-Bonferroni multiple comparison correction (p < 0.05), compared to the best performing results in the first group and the best overall performing results. Comparing the results in the first group of rows in the table, we observe that both DM and MIT achieve a significant better overall performance in terms of both NDCG@10 and SR at the 5th and 10th turns with positive feedback (denoted +) than with negative feedback (denoted -) on the Shoes dataset, respectively.

In answer to RQ1, the results demonstrate that the tested models with positive feedback are significantly more effective than those with negative feedback. Therefore, it can be inferred that positive feedback is more informative relating to the users’ preferences than negative feedback. The DM and MIT models can better incorporate the users’ preferences from the recommended visual items with positive natural-language feedback than negative natural-language feedback.

6.2 Impact of the Combined Feedback (RQ2)

Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b) illustrates the SR of DM and MIT with different types of natural-language feedback (i.e. different combinations of positive and negative feedback) at the various interaction turns, respectively. The gray lines show the DM/MIT model’s performances with a single sentence at each interaction turn, while the blue/red and green lines show performances with a pair of sentences at each interaction. Comparing the results in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b), we observe that both DM and MIT achieve a better over performance with paired positive (i.e. + & +) or paired negative (i.e. - & -) natural-language feedback sentences in comparison to the models with a single positive (i.e. +) or single negative (i.e. -) natural-language feedback sentence. Furthermore, the performances of DM and MIT differ with a pair of both positive and negative feedback sentences. In particular, the performance of DM (+) and DM (+ & -) are very close in term of SR at various interaction turns, while MIT (+) outperforms MIT (+ & -) overall except for the initial two interaction turns. The better performance of the models with (+ & +) and (- & -) compared to the models with (+) and (-) can be attributed to the fact that the same type of natural-language feedback at each turn can be aggregated to leverage the information relating to the users’ preferences. Meanwhile, the paired positive and negative feedback make it challenging for DM and MIT the elicit the users’ preferences from the feedback sentences with opposite sentiments. Furthermore, Table 1 demonstrate that DM (+ & +) and MIT (+ & +) are significantly more effective than those with other types of natural-language feedback at both 5-th and 10-th interaction turns, except for MIT (+) in term NDCG@10 and SR at the 10-th interaction turn.

Overall, in response to RQ2, we find that the single type of natural-language feedback (i.e. either paired positive or paired negative feedback) at each turn can be aggregated to leverage the information relating to the users’ preferences, while the paired positive and negative feedback make it challenging for DM and MIT to elicit the users’ preferences.

6.3 Impact of Natural-Language Encoding (RQ3)

To address RQ3, Figure 5 depicts the effects of the textual encoding mechanisms on both DM and MIT with different types of natural-language feedback. Figure 5 (a) demonstrates that both DM (+) and MIT (+) with the one-hot encoding using a pre-defined vocabulary of fashion-related terms achieve an overall better performance in comparison to those with the BERT encoding. Figure 5 (b) shows that MIT (+) with the one-hot encoding also outperforms MIT (+) with the BERT encoding, while DM (+) with the one-hot encoding and the BERT encoding are almost the same. The better performance of the models with the one-hot encoding compared to the BERT encoding can be attributed to the fact that the pre-defined fashion vocabulary for the one-hot encoding is much smaller and is more concentrated on fashion features than BERT. Furthermore, Figure 5 (c) shows that the performances of DM (+ & -) and MIT (+ & -) with the one-hot encoding are dramatically degraded compared to those with the BERT encoding that is able to capture the conextual information between sentences with the pre-trained contextual embeddings. Such a difference can be attributed to the
Figure 3: Comparison of the recommendation effectiveness of DM and MIT with single-sentence feedback at various interaction turns with top-3 recommendation on *Shoes*. + & - denote positive and negative natural-language feedback, respectively.

Table 1: Multimodal conversational recommendation effectiveness of the tested models at the 5th and 10th turns on the *Shoes* dataset. The best overall results are highlighted in bold. The best performing results in the first and second parts of the table are underlined, while the best overall performing results are highlighted in bold. † and * respectively denote significant differences in terms of a paired t-test with a Holm-Bonferroni multiple comparison correction ($p < 0.05$), compared to the best performing results in the first group and the best overall performing results. + and - denote positive and negative natural-language feedback, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Turn 5 NDCG@10</th>
<th>Turn 5 SR</th>
<th>Turn 10 NDCG@10</th>
<th>Turn 10 SR</th>
<th>Turn 5 NDCG@10</th>
<th>Turn 5 SR</th>
<th>Turn 10 NDCG@10</th>
<th>Turn 10 SR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>+ 0.4627*</td>
<td>+ 0.4253*</td>
<td>+ 0.6602*</td>
<td>+ 0.4404*</td>
<td>+ 0.5059*</td>
<td>+ 0.4657*</td>
<td>+ 0.7158</td>
<td>+ 0.6949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 0.0675†</td>
<td>- 0.0567†</td>
<td>- 0.1527†</td>
<td>- 0.1419†</td>
<td>- 0.0771†</td>
<td>- 0.0659†</td>
<td>- 0.1791†</td>
<td>- 0.1662†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>+ 0.0530</td>
<td>+ 0.4966</td>
<td>+ 0.7157</td>
<td>+ 0.6973</td>
<td>+ 0.5471</td>
<td>+ 0.5122</td>
<td>+ 0.7210</td>
<td>+ 0.7027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.4524*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.4163*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.6650*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.6462*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.4628*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.4242*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.6638*</td>
<td>+ &amp; + 0.6423*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.1111*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.0932*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.2450*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.2265*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.1362*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.1140*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.3023*</td>
<td>- &amp; - 0.2834*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of the recommendation effectiveness of DM and MIT with various types of natural-language feedback at various interaction turns with top-3 recommendation on *Shoes*. + & - denote positive and negative natural-language feedback, respectively.

Inability of the one-hot encoding in capturing the relations between the positive and negative natural-language feedback. Overall, in response to RQ3, we find that the BERT encoding is surprisingly important to capture the contextual information with the pre-trained contextual embeddings when there are both positive and negative feedback, while the one-hot encoding can enhance the models’ performance by using a pre-defined fashion vocabulary that is more concentrated on fashion features than BERT.
6.4 Use Cases

A Use Case for Generating Positive & Negative Feedback. Table 2 demonstrates an example of the generated natural language critiques given a target image and a candidate image on the Shoes dataset. There are two ground truths for each pair of images, while following the generated positive and negative feedback by a user simulator for relative captioning.

A Use Case for Multimodal Conversational Recommendation. To consolidate the results observed in the above sections, we present a use case of multimodal conversational recommendation in Table 3 and Table 4 on the Shoes dataset. Table 3 and Table 4 show the interaction process for top-3 recommendation with the DM model over positive feedback (i.e. DM (+)) and negative feedback (i.e. DM (-)), respectively. For fair comparison, the initial images are the same across DM (+) and DM (-) given the target image from the testing set. We observe that DM with positive feedback is more effective than negative feedback. In particular, DM with positive feedback only needs 2 interactions to display the desired item in addition to the initial random recommendation by capturing the key features from the user’s positive feedback, such as "gold", "open-toe", "high heels", and "straps". However, DM with negative feedback fails to recommend the user’s desired shoes within 5 interaction turns. Although, DM with negative feedback can successfully capture the "open toe" feature from the rejection of the "closed toe" feature, it is still struggling with the decisions of the colours and the thickness of the platform.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first investigated the effectiveness of the multimodal conversational recommendation models with both positive and negative natural-language feedback. To make the conversational recommendation task more realistic with both positive and negative natural-language feedback, we proposed an approach to generate both the positive and negative natural-language critiques about the recommendations with the existing user simulator for relative captioning. Following previous work, we trained and evaluated the two existing conversational recommendation models by using the user simulator with positive and negative feedback as a surrogate for real human users. Our experiments on the Shoes dataset demonstrated that positive feedback is more informative relating to the users’ preferences in comparison to negative feedback. Our reported results also showed that the types of users’ natural-language feedback (i.e. different combinations of positive and negative feedback) and the types of textual encoding mechanisms (i.e. pre-trained contextual embeddings and one-hot embeddings) can greatly affect the performance of the both tested models (i.e. DM & MIT). For future work, we plan to investigate an end-to-end model with pre-trained transformers in Fashion (such as FashionBERT [10] and Kaleido-BERT [34]) to better incorporate the users’ preferences from positive and negative natural-language feedback and visual recommendations. In addition to visual and textual modalities, an increasing number of live shopping videos with audio signals are available to display and introduce fashion products in a more vivid and detailed way owing to the flourishing live stream shopping (such as TikTok Live Shopping). We also plan to incorporate such more advanced modality (i.e. live shopping videos) into the multimodal conversational recommendation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><strong>Ground Truths:</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the candidate shoes, the target shoes are <em>shoes with red trim.</em>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the target shoes, the candidate shoes are brown, not red.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Positive Feedback:</strong> Compared to the candidate shoes, I like shoes that are red and black.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Negative Feedback:</strong> I dislike the candidate shoes because they are brown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><strong>Ground Truths:</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the candidate shoes, the target shoes are the same design but are brown.&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the target shoes, the candidate shoes are black, not brown.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Positive Feedback:</strong> Compared to the candidate shoes, I like shoes that are the same design but are brown.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Negative Feedback:</strong> I dislike the candidate shoes because they are black, not brown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><strong>Ground Truths:</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the candidate shoes, the target shoes are <em>all white.</em>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the target shoes, the candidate shoes have pink accents and more lace eyelets.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Positive Feedback:</strong> Compared to the candidate shoes, I like shoes that are solid white.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Negative Feedback:</strong> I dislike the candidate shoes because they have pink accents and more eyelets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td><strong>Ground Truths:</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the candidate shoes, the target shoes are almost identical.&lt;br&gt;- Compared to the target shoes, the candidate shoes have more athletic soles.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Positive Feedback:</strong> Compared to the candidate shoes, I like shoes that are almost identical.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Negative Feedback:</strong> I dislike the candidate shoes because they have a chunkier sole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2:** An example of positive and negative feedback with relative captioning on the Shoes dataset.

---


Table 3: An example use case for multimodal conversational recommendation for the Dialog Manager model with positive natural-language feedback on the Shoes dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn</th>
<th>Top-3 Recommendations</th>
<th>Positive Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>![Shoe Images]</td>
<td>Compared to the 3rd shoes, I like shoes that are gold open toe high heels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>![Shoe Images]</td>
<td>Compared to the 3rd shoes, I like shoes that are open-toed with straps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>![Shoe Images]</td>
<td>The 1st shoes are my desired shoes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: An example use case for multimodal conversational recommendation for the Dialog Manager model with negative natural-language feedback on the Shoes dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn</th>
<th>Top-3 Recommendations</th>
<th>Negative Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 1st shoes because they are colorful and white running shoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 1st shoes because they are black with a closed toe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 2nd shoes because they are red and have a pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 2nd shoes because they are beige open toed pumps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 2nd shoes because they are black strappy high heeled shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Shoes" /></td>
<td>I dislike the 2nd shoes because they have a higher platform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>